
North Adelaide
170 Stanley Street

Sophisticated Return Verandah bluestone Villa with a truly inspirational
renovation and sublime extension.
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Beautifully elevated and astonishingly stylish, this
exciting residence was conceived by renowned
Melbourne designers, Hecker Guthrie.

A confident and considered renovation with its
elegant grey palette and super stylish features.
With informal and formal living spaces, superb
fixtures and fittings, clever use of Elba marble, a
concrete staircase and handcrafted Steel & Smith
steel doors and windows that seamlessly open to
an entertaining deck and large walled courtyard
garden and lawn.

An effortlessly chic kitchen/family area complete
with custom island bench and bar, abundant
cabinetry and feature skylight that all opens to the
private garden.

Accommodating a flexible floor plan allowing both
private zones and family living and entertaining.
The rear loft provides an additional retreat/studio
or 4th bedroom with ensuite and study/office with
direct access to the private roof top terrace.

Within walking distance to cosmopolitan
O'Connell and Melbourne Streets, Parklands,
Adelaide Oval and a short commute to the CBD.
An incredible opportunity not to be missed.

Special features include:

- Gaggenau appliances
- Volker Haug Studio and Workstead lighting
- Garden design by TLC
- Agape bath and basins
- Steel & Smith steel framed doors and windows
- Elba Marble table top and bench top
- Concrete staircase
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All information provided (including but not limited to the property's
land size, floor plan and floor size, builing age and general property
description) has been obtained from sources deemed reliable,
however, we cannot guarantee the information is accurate and we
accept no liability for any errors or oversights. Interested parties
should make their own enquiries and obtain their own legal advice.

Should this property be scheduled for auction, the Vendor's
Statement can be inspected at our office for 3 consecutive
business days prior to the auction and at the auction for 30
minutes before it starts. If you are seriously considering this
property we strongly recommend that you advise the Agent so that
you can be contacted if the Vendor decides to accept an offer prior
to auction or offers by deadline.
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